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Il. INTRODUCTION 
LET q : M + M be a piecewise linear (PL) involution on a PL manifold M. Then P. A. Smith 
theory ([2;111], e.g.) shows that the fixed point set F of cp is a Z2-homology manifold, although F 
need not be in general a PL manifold. In this paper we show, however, that if each component of 
F has codimension one in M, then cp is concordant in a natural sense (see $4) to a PL involution Ic, 
which is nonsingular in that its fixed point set is a PL locally flat submanifold of M. The resulting 
I/J is unique up to a nonsingular concordance. If M has dimension different from 4 or 5 we 
explicitly identify the fixed point set of one such I/J as the q-orbit space of the boundary of a 
cp -invariant regular neighborhood of F. 
The proof of our main result is accomplished by equivariantly resolving the singularities of 
the fixed point set and is closely related to the techniques used by M. Cohen and D. Sullivan in 
[41. 
$2. THE FIXED POINT SET 
Let M be a PL n-manifold and let cp : M -+ M be a PL involution, i.e. (p* = id. Let 
F(p) = {x E M : p(x) = x} denote the fixed point set of cp. When no confusion results we denote 
F(q) simply by F. Notice that F must be a subpolyhedron of M since it is the intersection of the 
graph of cp with the diagonal in M x M. 
LEMMA (2.1). There is a triangulation of M with respect to which cp is simplicial and F is a 
subcomplex. 
Proof. Let K be a triangulation of M containing F as a subcomplex and let L be a simplicial 
subdivision of K so that cp maps simplices of L linearly into simplices of K. For x E M define 
C(x)= fl {cpi(cr):o E L and x E int cp’(o)}, 
where cp ’ = cp and ‘p” = id. Then {C(x) : x E M}, after eliminating duplications, defines a convex 
linear cell complex (show that C(x) n C(y) = C(z) for z E int (C(x) fl C(y))) such that rp 
maps cells linearly onto cells. Now it is easy to subdivide this cell complex inductively to obtain 
the desired triangulation of M. 0 
Notice that any triangulation of M as in (2.1) induces a well-defined triangulation of the orbit 
space M/q so that the orbit map is simplicial. 
Suppose temporarily that M above is the PL n-sphere S”. By Smith theory F is a 
Zz-homology k-sphere for some k 5 n. Suppose that F is a &-homology (n-1)-sphere. In this 
situation we have 
PROPOSITION (2.2). Thejixedpoint set F is an integral homology (n-l)-sphere and the closures of 
the two complementary domains of F in S” are contractible. 
Proof. By Alexander duality F separates S ” into two Zz-acyclic pieces. Now cp must 
interchange these, for otherwise by Smith theory each would contain a fixed point. Thus we may 
write S” = A U q(A) where A n q(A) = F. The map r : S” +A defined by 
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retraction. Thus r*: T,(S”)+~T*(A) is surjective and is - I)-connected. 
i # n - 1 and that a(A) = 0 for i# n, and 
yields an exact sequence 
COROLLARY (2.3). The fixed point set F is an integral homology manifold such that 
JF = F II aM and Fseparates the link in M of any simplex of Finto two contractible pieces. 
Proof. Apply (2.2) locally. The case when 8M f 0 requires a little more work, which we leave 
to the reader. 0 
EXAMPLE (2.4). A PL involution cp : S”” -+ S”“, n P 5, with a codimension one fixed point set 
which is not a manifold. 
Let M”-’ be a non-simply connected PL manifold which is a homology sphere[6]. Since 
n - 12 4, M bounds a contractible PI, manifold B [6]. The double of B is a PL n-sphere S” by 
the Poincare conjecture and clearly admits a PL involution with fixed point set M. Then the 
suspension of S”, S”“, admits a PL involution with fixed point set the suspension of M, which is 
not a manifold. 
93. THE REGULAR NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE FIXED POINT SET 
As before let cp :M + M be a PL involution with codimension one fixed point set F, which 
throughout this section we assume is compact and connected. By (2.1) there is a triangulation of 
M (denoted also by M) so that cp is simplicial and F is a subcomplex. Clearly F is a full 
subcomplex. Also cp is simplicial with respect to the first barycentric subdivision M’. Hence the 
simplicial neighborhood N of F in M’ is an invariant regular neighborhood of F. Let aN denote 
the frontier of N and let Nlcp and aN/p denote the respective orbit spaces. Notice that there is a 
natural inclusion F--f N/q 
PROPOSITION (3.1). The inclusions F + Nlcp and aN/cp -+ Nlcp are simple homotopy equivalences. 
Proof. Since N is a derived neighborhood of F in M, Nlcp is a derived neighborhood of Flcp 
in M/C+ Thus N/q collapses to F and so F+ Nlcp is a simple homotopy equivalence. 
For the second part of (3.1) we recall a general fact from [7; 7.21: 
LEMMA (3.2). If Y is a subcomplex of a finite connected CW complex X, Y is a deformation 
retract of X, and each component of X-Y is simply connected, then the inclusion Y + X is a 
simple homotopy equivalence. q 
We apply (3.2) to the decomposition of N/cp into dual cells. 
Recall (see [3], e.g.) that for an arbitrary simplicial complex K and simplex CY E K the dual of 
(Y in K is the subcomplex of K’ 
D(a, K) = {jo. ..$‘:cY<~~<~~.<~~,~~ E K} 
(where b is the barycenter of simplex /?) which has formal boundary 
&(u, K) = {PO.. . fi4 : a 5 &, < * . . < p4, ,& E K}. 
Observe that D((Y, K) = 6 * d(cu, K) and that &a, K) is simplicially isomorphic to link (LY, K)‘. 
Now N is the union of the dual cells in M of the simplices of F. Moreover the dual of each 
simplex of F in the orbit space M/cp is just ‘half’ its dual in M, and N/cp is the union of these dual 
cells. Observe that for CT E F both D(o; Mlcp) and d(m, M/p) are contractible, the former since 
it is a cone and the latter by (2.2). 
Let ox,..., rk denote the simplices of F arranged in order of increasing dimension, let 
Di = D(oi, Mlcp), and let I% = d(ci, Mlcp), the frontier of 0, in Mlcp. 
For 15 j I k let 
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Xi = N/q - U {D, - B,, : i 5 j}, 
and let X0= N/q. Then N/cp =X0 > X1 > . . * > Xk = aN/q. Moreover, for j <k, Xj = 
Xj+, U Dj+t and Dj+l n Xi+, = fii+,. Since Dj+, and di+, are contractible Xi deformation retracts 
to X,+1, and X, - Xi+, = D,+l - fii+, is simply connected (in fact contractible). Therefore, by (3.2), 
each Xi+, c Xi is a simple homotopy equivalence, and hence aN/q + Nlcp is also. 0 
COROLLARY (3.3). If dim M 2 6 and F separates N, then N = &N x [0, 11, where &N is one of 
the two components of aN. 
Proof. By (3.1), &N + N is a simple homotopy equivalence, and so the result follows from 
the s-cobordism theorem[8; 6.191. 0 
EXAMPLE (3.4). A homology n-sphere 2” C S"" whose regular neighborhood is not a product. 
Let W be a regular neighborhood of a non-simply connected acyclic compact polyhedron X 
embedded in S” with codimension at least 3, so that V = s”is simply connected (see [6] for 
examples). Let Z” be the suspension of dW naturally embedded in S”“. Then 2,” is a homology 
sphere. Notice that the bwo boundary components of a regular neighborhood of Z” in S”” are 
the double of W, 2 W, and the double of V, 2V. But 2 W retracts onto W, hence 7r1(2 W) # 0; while 
7r1(2V) = 0 by Van Kampen’s theorem. Thus 2 Wf 2V, as desired. 
$4. THE MAIN THEOREM 
As before let cp : M -+ M be a PL involution of the PL n-manifold M, triangulated as in (2.1), 
with fixed point set F everywhere of dimension n - 1 and invariant regular neighborhood N of F 
in M. The singularity set of F in M, Y.,(F, M), is the subcomplex of F consisting of all k-simplices 
’ of F whose link pairs in (M, F) are not PL homeomorphic to the standard sphere pair 
;;rn&** SO, S”_,&,) ‘f 1 ck lies in int M or to the standard disk pair (D”-‘-‘* S”, Dnmkm2) if u’ 
lies in aM. One can see that C(F, M) does not depend on the choice of invariant triangulation. We 
note that F is a PL locally flat submanifold if and only if Z(F, M) = 0. Our program is to show 
that one can systematically reduce the dimension of the singularity set, thus equivariantly 
resolving the singularities. 
If X C M is invariant under cp, a concordance of q rel X is a PL involution 8 : M x I+ M x I 
which preserves M x 0 and M x 1 and satisfies e[M x 0 = cp and @IX x I = q x id. We call a PL 
involution nonsingufar if its fixed point set is a PL locally flat submanifold. 
The rest of this section is devoted to proving our main result: 
THEOREM (4.1). There is a concordance 6 of cp rel M-N such that @lM x 1 is nonsingular. 
Moreover, if C(F, M) n dM = 0 then ti can also be made rel dM. 
Theorem (4.1) follows immediately from an iterated application of (4.5) below. 
COROLLARY (4.2). Any two nonsingular involutions which are concordant to cp rel M-N are 
concordant by a nonsingular concordance. 
Proof of (4.2). Apply the relative version of (4.1) to a concordance rel M-N between the two 
nonsingular involutions. 0 
The necessary local tool for the proof of (4.1) is the following. 
LEMMA (4.3). Let q : Sk + Sk be a PL involution with codimension one fixed point set F(q) a 
PL locally flat submanifold. Then the cone involution C(q) : Dk+’ + Dkf’ is concordant rel S” to 
a nonsingular PL involution $. 
Proof of (4.3). If k 5 3 there is nothing to prove: F(q) is a homology sphere of dimension less 
than 3 and so must be a real sphere. By the combinatorial Schoenflies theorem in dimensions 
k ~3[1], F(q) must be a PL locally flat Sk-’ in Sk. Therefore the fixed point set of C(q), 
C(F((p)), is already a PL locally flat submanifold. 
Now suppose k 2 4. Let A and q(A) be the closures of the complementary domains of F(q) 
in Sk which are PL manifolds by hypothesis and contractible by (2.2). Consider 
B = Dk+’ ” Dk” where we identify p(A) in each of the two copies of Sk c Dk”. Since A and 
p(A) are contractible PL locally flat submanifolds of Sk, Van Kampen’s theorem and a 
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Mayer-Vietoris argument show that B is a contractible PL manifold of dimension greater than or 
equal to 5. Moreover, aB is PL homeomorphic to S”. Thus B is PL homeomorphic to the 
standard disk Dk” by the PL Poincare conjecture and Newman’s theorem that the closure of the 
complement of a PL m-ball in a PL m-sphere is a PL m-ba11[8; 3.131. 
Now B admits an involution n with fixed point set the identified copy of cp (A). Clearly there 
is an equivariant PL homeomorphism (G$ qldB)+(Sk, cp). Since B and Dk” are balls, this 
extends to a PL homeomorphism B + Dk”, equivariant on the boundary. This homeomorphism 
and the involution 77 thus induce an involution rC, on Dkt’ which equals cp on S’ and has a PL 
locally flat submanifold as fixed point set. Finally, any two involutions on Dk” which agree on Sk 
are concordant rel S”, as one can see by noticing that the Alexander trick applied to an involution 
produces an isotopy through involutions (cf. [5; 3.11). 0 
COMPLEMENT (4.4). In the situation of (4.3) there is an equivariant PL map f:(Dk+‘, 
$)-+(D”“, C(q)) such that 
(i) f]S” = id, 
(ii) flF($):F($)+F(C((p)) and f:Dkt’/$ -+Dk”/C(cp) are contractible surjective PL 
maps. 
Proof. By a contractible map we mean that the pre-image of any point is a contractible 
polyhedron. 
Choose a triangulation of D ‘+’ so that $ is simplicial and Sk is full. Define f to be the identity 
on S“ and to map the complement of the simplicial neighborhood of Sk in D”” to the origin. 
Finally extend f linearly on the simplices of the neighborhood of S”. Property (i) is clear and 
property (ii) follows immediately from the explicit choice of I,!J in (4.3). [7 
As always cp :M+M denotes a PL involution with fixed point set F, each component of 
which has codimension one. 
PROPOSITION (4.5). Suppose that dim C(F((p), M) 5 k. Then cp is concordant rel M - N to an 
involution cp’ such that dim (Z(F(cp’), M)) I k - 1. If IZ(F(cp), M) fl aM = 0 then the concor- 
dance can be chosen rel aM also. 
Proof of (4.5). Let (TV, 02, . . . , be the k-simplices of X(F, M). For now we assume that no ai 
lies in JM (e.g. cp is nonsingular near JM). For each i let Di = D(ui, M), fii = fi(gii, M) so that 
Di = Gi * di where & is the barycenter of the simplex 0;. Also let U, = aai * Di = & * aui * fii. 
Clearly each Di, tii and Ui is invariant under cp and U, rl int Ui = 0 if i # j. We now alter cp inside 
of each U, to obtain cp’. 
Let F, = F(qldi) = fii fl F. We claim that F, is a PL locally flat submanifold of the sphere 
d ; to see this let r be a simplex of F, (T lies in the first derived subdivision of M). Notice that a 
neighborhood of a point of F, in the pair (M, F) is the product of a neighborhood of the point in 
(& Fi) with a suitable euclidean space, using the join structure on the star of oi in M. Thus the 
pair (link(r, M’), link (T, F)) is an iterated suspension of the pair (link (T, fii), link (T, R)) and must 
be an unknotted sphere pair since T does not lie in X(F, M). But consideration of the links of 
suspension points shows that a suspension of a nonstandard sphere pair cannot be a standard 
sphere pair. Thus (link (T, 6), link(r, fi)) must also be a standard sphere pair, so that Fi is a PL 
locally flat submanifold of fii, for each i, as claimed. 
Now Di is the cone on fii and cplDi = C(&). Thus we may apply (4.3) to obtain an 
involution cp: on Di such that cp: = cp on fii and cp: has a PL locally flat fixed point set in D,. We 
obtain the involution cp’ on M as follows: 
cp’ = id*cpi on U,=&ri*DDi, i=1,2,... 
cp outside U U,. 
Since cp’ = cp except on the invariant union of open balls U int U, we see, as in (4.3), that cp’ is 
concordant to cp rel (M - U int Ui) > M-N. Moreover, we assert that dim B(F(cp’), M) 5 k - 1. 
Now dim ‘C(F((p’lM - U int U,)) = dim Z(F((p(M - U int U)) 5 k - 1 since U Ui contains all 
the singular k-simplices. On the other hand, each cp I is nonsingular, so that the only singularities 
of p’]U, lie in &X a (k - I)-sphere, proving the assertion. 
It remains to consider the case when S(F, M) II aM # 0. We reduce this case to that already 
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considered as follows. Successive applications of what we have just done show that cp\aM is 
concordant rel aM - (N II JM) to a nonsingular involution $I on aM. Let 5 be the concordance 
on aM x I between cp 1 aM and 4. By adding on a trivial concordance if necessary we may assume 
that 5 is nonsingular in a neighborhood of aM x 1. Let C be the simplicial neighborhood of 
F f’ aM in M, so that C is a q-invariant submanifold with boundary, C C N, and 
C n aM = N n aM. Define a concordance 0 : M x I-+ M x I in four pieces: First set 
and 
e](M-CxI)=(cpIM-Oxid, 
eic x0= cp x0, 
01dMxI=[. 
To define 0 on C x I, choose a PL homeomorphism 
g:cxI+(cxou acxr)xI 
which is the identity on C x 0 U K x I. Now define 0 on C X I by 
0 = g-‘(0 x id)g. 
One checks immediately that 8 is a well-defined concordance rel M-N between cp and a PL 
involution 0, which is nonsingular in a neighborhood of JM. Now the first case applied to 8, 
completes the proof. 0 
It is interesting to identify the fixed point set of the nonsingular cp’ as constructed as in the 
proof of (4.5). 
COMPLEMENT (4.6). If M is a closed manifold of dimension not equal to 4 or 5 then cp is 
concordant rel M-N to a nonsingular involution Ic, such that F($) = aN/p 
Proof. If dim M % 3 there is nothing to prove, so assume dim M 2 6. Recall that by (3.1) the 
inclusions F+ N/q and aN/q -+ N/cp are simple homotopy equivalences. Let cp’ be the 
involution obtained as in (4.5) by decreasing dim X(F, M). Using (4.4) one constructs an 
equivariant PL map f :(M, cp’)+(M, q) such that f = id outside U l.6 and such that 
flF(cp’):F(qo’)-+F(cp) and f:Mlcp’ + M/q are contractible maps. By [3; 11.11 or judicious 
application of (3.2) the latter two maps are simple homotopy equivalences. 
Iterating this process of (4.5) we obtain a nonsingular involution IJ and an equivariant PL 
map 
f:(M$)+(Mcp) 
such that f = id outside N and such that f IF($): F(q) + F(q) and f: M/IC, + M/q are simple 
homotopy equivalences. Thus N/$ is an s-cobordism from F($) to aN/$ = aN/q, and by the 
s -cobordism theorem [8; 6.191 F( $) = aN/cp as desired. 0 
?$.CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Given a PL involution cp on M with codimension one fixed point set F one might wish to 
classify up to equivariant PL homeomorphism those nonsingular involutions $ which equal cp 
outside N. The first problem is that Ic, need not even have fixed points. For example, starting with 
the antipodal map on S”“, one can obtain an involution on S” x [-1, 11, n odd, such that (x, 
i)-(x, -i) for i = - 1, 1, which has no fixed points. 
A second problem is that in the separating case N retracts onto N, = half the neighborhood, 
showing that N/$ is a homology H-cobordism. But N/II, need not be an h-cobordism: Using the 
first step in (2.4) one can find an involution on S” x I which exchanges the ends but has 
non-simply connected fixed point set. 
A third problem is that even if N/I/J is an h-cobordism between F($) and aN/$ = aN/q, it 
need not be an s-cobordism, as easy examples built by keeping track of Whitehead torsions 
show. 
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